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About This Content

Demetrios Original Soundtrack.
Includes 28 tracks in two versions (mp3 and wav). The tracks will be downloaded to your Demetrios Steam folder.

PLEASE NOTE : Due to their licensing, 3 Royalty Free musics used in the game cannot be included in this O.S.T :
"Mind in Motion", "Sunny Side of the Road" and "African Skies".

1 - "Jazzy Paris" (1:27) - Alfredo Sirica
2 - "Light in Paris" (1:37) - Fabrice Breton

3 - "Danger Coming" (1:31) - Fabrice Breton
4 - "Town" (1:32) - Fabrice Breton

5 - "Volume" (1:09) - Fabrice Breton
6 - "Factory" (1:13) - Fabrice Breton

7 - "Serious Business" (1:52) - Alfredo Sirica
8 - "Funfair Action" (1:06) - James Thorley
9 - "Quick Carousel" (1:38) - Alfredo Sirica
10 - "Grumpy Blues" (1:31) - Alfredo Sirica

11 - "Little Brat" (1:00) - Fabrice Breton
12 - "Goofy Arabic Man" (1:53) - Alfredo Sirica

13 - "Life or Laugh (Hideout)" (1:19) - Fabrice Breton
14 - "Morbid" (1:48) - Fabrice Breton

15 - "Cynical Carousel" (1:29) - Alfredo Sirica
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16 - "Definitely Dead" (0:31) - Alfredo Sirica
17 - "Dangerously" (1:49) - Alfredo Sirica

18 - "Temple Stand" (1:06) - Fabrice Breton
19 - "Dying Vocals" (0:40) - Alfredo Sirica

20 - "Life or Laugh (Temple)" (1:30) - Fabrice Breton
21 - "Gotta Shoot" (0:56) - Fabrice Breton

22 - "Finally It's Over" (1:04) - Fabrice Breton
23 - "Cheerful Disaster" (1:35) - Fabrice Breton

24 - "Bouse" (0:29) - Fabrice Breton

BONUS MP3 :

25 - "Sugar Plum Breakdown" (0:45) - Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)
26 - "Your Call" (3:44) - Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)

27 - "Beach Front Celebration" (3:07) - Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)
28 - "Bumba Crossing" (4:37) - Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com)

"Sugar Plum Breakdown", "Your Call", "Beach Front Celebration", "Bumba Crossing" are Licensed under Creative Commons:
By Attribution 3.0

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

If you like Alfredo Sirica's work, check : https://soundcloud.com/alfredo-sirica
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If you like old school adventures, this series ia a must buy.
Its very short indeed, but this game doesent require alot of time to make you chuckle.
Kudos to the ammount of little details, like how the music dimms when you go into the menue,
the sweet bash esk autocompletion, or the actually really "sexy" CRT mode.

Totally looking forward to see more from this dev. :thumbsup:. sweet co-op time killer!! add me (JDOUGH570). I discovered
Rusty Lake not long ago but fell in love with the great and interesting stories as well as the gorgeous art style. It's great fun and
has the perfect difficulty that leaves you feeling rewarded. I follow and look forward to updates from developers and can't wait
for any new games!. This game gives me encephalon injury.. It's a cute Disney game with a lot of clothes, accessories and
flowers to unlock, collecting treasures and gems. All little girls should like it..
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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How do I activat the Charachter pass???? Help!!. Game is ok.
Community is garbage.

EDIT: Game is dead with 100 to 200 players max, not worth your time.. The main story of the game is to keep the game of
poker alive.
One sentence in this game that stands out is "Show them that poker is not just a game of chance"

But... In this game it is.
This is one of the best time wasters that I have on my computer and I love it.
The one problem is that I keep getting screwed over by the computer and go bankrupt.
Then again it might just be my skill.

My Review
Gameplay 8/10
Story: 5/10
Overall: 7/10

. OP commander. It is a genuine looped art demonstration that fits perfectly into a VR space (with added binaural audio).

The screens use heavily compressed video, though, and it shows in the darker scenes and the ones with lots of slower movement.

When I purchased it, it was $0.99 which I feel is perectly priced for what it is. This is a good demonstration of what VR can do
outside of games.. I brought this on sale thinking it can't be as bad as the reviews. The truth is its worse. Game had a long load
time, terrible lag, difficult controls and poor graphics. Unlock a door and it shows as still locked, walk away and try again and its
will then open.

This game suffers from a total lack of atmosphere and no save facility. Very surprised its not listed as early access as clearly not
ready.

. IM TOO DUMB FOR THIS BU?T LOOKS LIKE A FUN GAME

FLIPPING AROUND MAKES ME DIZZY. Really cool game,

 PATCH #1 ---
1 movement is bad , which in turn makes aiming bad,
2 my troops get stuck and so do I when walking into trees,walls,ect ect ..
3, my guns just keep fireing sometimes whitout me clicking..
Keep up the work, looking forward to whats next..
So far ENJOYING
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